
Position Description: 

 2300 - Career Coach 

Overview: The Career Coach works in coordination with The Way to Work team to provide support to participants in The Way 

to Work to ensure they are meeting the required goals for self-sufficiency. Additionally the Career Coach works in tandem with 

the Workforce Training and Development Consultant in overseeing all Going Beyond Employees Achieving More© trainings. 

 Must have extensive understanding of job related functions including human resources, resume building, interviewing and

job seeking.

 Must have an excellent grasp of the steps needed for one to become self-sufficient and must be willing to customize those

steps to fit client needs.

 Must have a strong knowledge of local, state and national educational institutions for the purpose of strengthening clients

career path.

 Must be innovative, persistent, and willing to be creative in helping clients reach their goals.

 Must be able to work in a team setting, working with others to develop the best plan for the participant.

 Must have strong Excel and Database experience.

 Must work within The Way to Work model processes and procedures.

Responsibilities: 

1. Work with clients to develop, monitor and implement job development career services plan and provide direction to

ensure their reaching self-sufficiency in concurrence with The Way to Work team. 

2. Identify, engage, and provide workforce related services for participants.

3. Be knowledgeable about and work with collaborating agencies to offer services and referrals.

4. Build relationships with potential employers.

5. Prepare thorough written reports as required.

6. Work directly with the training facilitator.

7. Oversee and manage the details of running Going Beyond including working with participants.

8. Represent agency on local organizations working on workplace ethics and/or workforce initiatives.

9. Work in other HOPE Ministries related programs as needed.

10. Perform other responsibilities the Director of The Way to Work and the President and CEO may require.

Accountability: The Career Coach is accountable to the Director of The Way to Work. Awareness of the Chain of Command in a 

nonprofit is perhaps more critical in a nonprofit than in a for-profit. Remember that directors and other volunteers may work 

closely with employees but the employees are solely responsible to their Supervisor and/or the President. Refrain from placing 

directors and other volunteers in an awkward position by discussing employment issues with them. 

Relationships: The Career Coach must be a self-motivated team player with excellent communication skills and be able to build 

and maintain partnerships internally and externally. 

Qualifications: The Career Coach must have experience and a willingness to work in a fast paced grassroots, faith-based 

environment serving families from impoverished backgrounds with the ability to adapt to change quickly.  The Career Coach 

must hold a Bachelor’s Degree at minimum, preferably in human resources or business and have a comprehensive knowledge of 

Baton Rouge companies and industry.   

Hours: Full time (40 hours), salaried, position. Salary: Commensurate with experience. Benefits: Medical and dental for 

employee and dependents per HOPE Ministries' policies, twenty days annual personal leave, retirement and holidays per HOPE 

Ministries' personnel policies. 

Amended March 2018/JS 

Interested applicants should submit resume to  David Tidwell at dtidwell@hopebr.org. 


